Broaden the Perspective
Read Fiction by Contemporary and Classic Black Authors
“If one is lucky, a solitary fantasy can totally transform one million realities.”
- Maya Angelou

An American Marriage - Tayari Jones
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Newlyweds Celestial and Roy are the embodiment of both the American Dream
and the New South. He is a young executive, and she is an artist on the brink of
an exciting career. But as they settle into the routine of their life together, they
are ripped apart by circumstances neither could have imagined. Roy is arrested
and sentenced to twelve years for a crime Celestial knows he didn’t commit.
Though fiercely independent, Celestial finds herself bereft and unmoored, taking comfort in
Andre, her childhood friend, and best man at their wedding. As Roy’s time in prison passes, she
is unable to hold on to the love that has been her center. After five years, Roy’s conviction is
suddenly overturned, and he returns to Atlanta ready to resume their life together.”
The Bluest Eye, By Toni Morrison
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Pecola Breedlove, a young black girl, prays every day for beauty. Mocked by
other children for the dark skin, curly hair, and brown eyes that set her apart,
she yearns for normalcy, for the blond hair and blue eyes that she believes will
allow her to finally fit in.Yet as her dream grows more fervent, her life slowly
starts to disintegrate in the face of adversity and strife. A powerful examination
of our obsession with beauty and conformity, Toni Morrison's virtuosic first
novel asks powerful questions about race, class, and gender with the subtlety and grace that
have always characterized her writing.”
Hitting A Straight Lick With A Crooked Stick: Stories from the Harlem
Renaissance
By Zora Neale Hurston
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“In 1925, Barnard student Zora Neale Hurston—the sole black student at the
college—was living in New York, "desperately striving for a toe-hold on the
world." During this period, she began writing short works that captured the
zeitgeist of African American life and transformed her into one of the central
figures of the Harlem Renaissance. Nearly a century later, this singular talent is recognized as
one of the most influential and revered American artists of the modern period. Hitting a Straight
Lick with a Crooked Stick is an outstanding collection of stories about love and migration,
gender and class, racism and sexism that proudly reflect African American folk culture.”

Loving Day, By Mat Johnson
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Warren Duffy has returned to America for all the worst reasons: His marriage to
a beautiful Welsh woman has come apart; his comics shop in Cardiff has failed;
and his Irish American father has died, bequeathing to Warren his last
possession, a roofless, half-renovated mansion in the heart of black
Philadelphia. On his first night in his new home, Warren spies two figures
outside in the grass. When he screws up the nerve to confront them, they
disappear. The next day he encounters ghosts of a different kind: In the face of a teenage girl
he meets at a comics convention he sees the mingled features of his white father and his black
mother, both now dead. The girl, Tal, is his daughter, and she's been raised to think she's white.
Spinning from these revelations, Warren sets off to remake his life with a reluctant daughter he's
never known, in a haunted house with a history he knows too well. In their search for a new life,
he and Tal struggle with ghosts, fall in with a utopian mixed-race cult, and ignite a riot on Loving
Day, the unsung holiday for interracial lovers.
A frequently hilarious, surprisingly moving story about blacks and whites, fathers and daughters,
the living and the dead, Loving Day celebrates the wonders of opposites bound in love.”

Native Son: A Novel, By Richard Wright
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Right from the start, Bigger Thomas had been headed for jail. It could have
been for assault or petty larceny; by chance, it was for murder and rape.
Native Son tells the story of this young black man caught in a downward spiral
after he kills a young white woman in a brief moment of panic. Set in Chicago
in the 1930s, Richard Wright's powerful novel is an unsparing reflection on the
poverty and feelings of hopelessness experienced by people in inner cities
across the country and of what it means to be black in America.”

The Nickel Boys, By Colson Whitehead
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“When Elwood Curtis, a black boy growing up in 1960s Tallahassee, is
unfairly sentenced to a juvenile reformatory called the Nickel Academy, he
finds himself trapped in a grotesque chamber of horrors. Elwood's only
salvation is his friendship with fellow "delinquent" Turner, which deepens
despite Turner's conviction that Elwood is hopelessly naive, that the world is
crooked, and that the only way to survive is to scheme and avoid trouble. As
life at the Academy becomes ever more perilous, the tension between
Elwood's ideals and Turner's skepticism leads to a decision whose repercussions will echo
down the decades. Based on the real story of a reform school that operated for one hundred
and eleven years and warped the lives of thousands of children, The Nickel Boys is a

devastating, driven narrative that showcases a great American novelist writing at the height of
his powers.”
Passing, By Nella Larsen
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Nella Larsen was an important writer associated with the Harlem
Renaissance. While she was not prolific her work was powerful and critically
acclaimed. Passing confronts the reality of racial passing. The novel focuses
on two childhood friends Clare and Irene, both of whom are light skinned
enough to pass as white, who have reconnected with one another after many
years apart. Clare has chosen to pass while Irene has embraced her racial
heritage and become an important member of her community. The Novel
examines how people pass on many different levels and in many different ways. Some forms of
passing are perfectly acceptable while others can lead to disaster.”

Red at The Bone - Jacqueline Woodson
EBook Libby / Overdrive
"In less than 200 sparsely filled pages, this book manages to encompass
issues of class, education, ambition, racial prejudice, sexual desire and
orientation, identity, mother-daughter relationships, parenthood and
loss....With Red at the Bone, Jacqueline Woodson has indeed risen — even
further into the ranks of great literature." – NPR

The Sellout - By Paul Beatty
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“A biting satire about a young man's isolated upbringing and the race trial that
sends him to the Supreme Court, Paul Beatty's The Sellout showcases a comic
genius at the top of his game. It challenges the sacred tenets of the United
States Constitution, urban life, the civil rights movement, the father-son
relationship, and the holy grail of racial equality—the black Chinese restaurant.
Born in the "agrarian ghetto" of Dickens—on the southern outskirts of Los
Angeles—the narrator of The Sellout resigns himself to the fate of lower-middle-class
Californians: "I'd die in the same bedroom I'd grown up in, looking up at the cracks in the stucco
ceiling that've been there since '68 quake." Raised by a single father, a controversial sociologist,
he spent his childhood as the subject in racially charged psychological studies. He is led to
believe that his father's pioneering work will result in a memoir that will solve his family's
financial woes. But when his father is killed in a police shoot-out, he realizes there never was a
memoir. All that's left is the bill for a drive-thru funeral. Fueled by this deceit and the general
disrepair of his hometown, the narrator sets out to right another wrong: Dickens has literally
been removed from the map to save California from further embarrassment. Enlisting the help of
the town's most famous resident—the last surviving Little Rascal, Hominy Jenkins—he initiates

the most outrageous action conceivable: reinstating slavery and segregating the local high
school, which lands him in the Supreme Court.”

Sing, Unburied, Sing, By Jesmyn Ward
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Jojo is thirteen years old and trying to understand what it means to be a man.
He doesn't lack in fathers to study, chief among them his Black grandfather,
Pop. But there are other men who complicate his understanding: his absent
White father, Michael, who is being released from prison; his absent White
grandfather, Big Joseph, who won't acknowledge his existence; and the
memories of his dead uncle, Given, who died as a teenager.
His mother, Leonie, is an inconsistent presence in his and his toddler sister's
lives. She is an imperfect mother in constant conflict with herself and those around her. She is
Black and her children's father is White. She wants to be a better mother but can't put her
children above her own needs, especially her drug use. Simultaneously tormented and
comforted by visions of her dead brother, which only come to her when she's high, Leonie is
embattled in ways that reflect the brutal reality of her circumstances.
When the children's father is released from prison, Leonie packs her kids and a friend into her
car and drives north to the heart of Mississippi and Parchman Farm, the State Penitentiary. At
Parchman, there is another thirteen-year-old boy, the ghost of a dead inmate who carries all of
the ugly history of the South with him in his wandering. He too has something to teach Jojo
about fathers and sons, about legacies, about violence, about love.”

Such a Fun Age - by Kiley Reid
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Alix Chamberlain is a woman who gets what she wants and has made a
living, with her confidence-driven brand, showing other women how to do the
same. So she is shocked when her babysitter, Emira Tucker, is confronted
while watching the Chamberlains' toddler one night, walking the aisles of their
local high-end supermarket. The store's security guard, seeing a young black
woman out late with a white child, accuses Emira of kidnapping two-year-old
Briar. A small crowd gathers, a bystander films everything, and Emira is
furious and humiliated. Alix resolves to make things right.
But Emira herself is aimless, broke, and wary of Alix's desire to help. At twenty-five, she is about
to lose her health insurance and has no idea what to do with her life. When the video of Emira
unearths someone from Alix's past, both women find themselves on a crash course that will
upend everything they think they know about themselves, and each other.
With empathy and piercing social commentary, Such a Fun Age explores the stickiness of
transactional relationships, what it means to make someone "family," and the complicated reality
of being a grown up. It is a searing debut for our times.”

The Vanishing Half - By Brit Bennett
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“The Vignes twin sisters will always be identical. But after growing up together
in a small, southern black community and running away at age sixteen, it's
not just the shape of their daily lives that is different as adults, it's everything:
their families, their communities, their racial identities. Many years later, one
sister lives with her black daughter in the same southern town she once tried
to escape. The other secretly passes for white, and her white husband knows
nothing of her past. Still, even separated by so many miles and just as many
lies, the fates of the twins remain intertwined. What will happen to the next generation, when
their own daughters' storylines intersect?
Weaving together multiple strands and generations of this family, from the Deep South to
California, from the 1950s to the 1990s, Brit Bennett produces a story that is at once a riveting,
emotional family story and a brilliant exploration of the American history of passing. Looking well
beyond issues of race, The Vanishing Half considers the lasting influence of the past as it
shapes a person's decisions, desires, and expectations, and explores some of the multiple
reasons and realms in which people sometimes feel pulled to live as something other than their
origins.
As with her New York Times-bestselling debut The Mothers, Brit Bennett offers an engrossing
page-turner about family and relationships that is immersive and provocative, compassionate
and wise.”

The Water Dancer, By Ta-Nehisi Coates
EBook Libby / Overdrive
Young Hiram Walker was born into bondage. When his mother was sold
away, Hiram was robbed of all memory of her—but was gifted with a
mysterious power. Years later, when Hiram almost drowns in a river, that
same power saves his life. This brush with death births an urgency in Hiram
and a daring scheme: to escape from the only home he's ever known.
So begins an unexpected journey that takes Hiram from the corrupt
grandeur of Virginia's proud plantations to desperate guerrilla cells in the
wilderness, from the coffin of the Deep South to dangerously idealistic
movements in the North. Even as he's enlisted in the underground war between slavers and the
enslaved, Hiram's resolve to rescue the family he left behind endures.
This is the dramatic story of an atrocity inflicted on generations of women, men, and
children—the violent and capricious separation of families—and the war they waged to simply
make lives with the people they loved. Written by one of today's most exciting thinkers and
writers, The Water Dancer is a propulsive, transcendent work that restores the humanity of
those from whom everything was stolen.

White Teeth, By Zadie Smith
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“At the center of this invigorating novel are two unlikely friends, Archie Jones and
Samad Iqbal. Hapless veterans of World War II, Archie and Samad and their

families become agents of England's irrevocable transformation. A second marriage to Clara
Bowden, a beautiful, albeit tooth-challenged, Jamaican half his age, quite literally gives Archie a
second lease on life, and produces Irie, a knowing child whose personality doesn't quite match
her name (Jamaican for "no problem"). Samad's late-in-life arranged marriage (he had to wait
for his bride to be born), produces twin sons whose separate paths confound Iqbal's every effort
to direct them, and a renewed, if selective, submission to his Islamic faith. Set against London' s
racial and cultural tapestry, venturing across the former empire and into the past as it barrels
toward the future, White Teeth revels in the ecstatic hodgepodge of modern life, flirting with
disaster, confounding expectations, and embracing the comedy of daily existence.”

Exploring Race and Racism in America
As protests against racism and police violence continue around the country, we offer
these books to begin the journey towards a deeper understanding of our current events.

Between The World and Me - Ta-Nehisi Paul Coates
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“In a profound work that pivots from the biggest questions about
American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for
his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation's history and current crisis. Americans have
built an empire on the idea of "race," a falsehood that damages us all
but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies
exploited through slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened,
locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a
black body and find a way to live within it? And how can we all honestly
reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its burden?
Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates's attempt to answer these questions in a letter
to his adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to
the truth about his place in the world through a series of revelatory experiences, from Howard

University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his childhood
home to the living rooms of mothers whose children's lives were taken as American plunder.
Beautifully woven from personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged
reportage, Between the World and Me c learly illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our
present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.”
Citizen - An American Lyric, By Claudia Rankine
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Claudia Rankine's bold new book recounts mounting racial aggressions in
ongoing encounters in twenty-first-century daily life and in the media. Some
of these encounters are slights, seeming slips of the tongue, and some are
intentional offensives in the classroom, at the supermarket, at home, on the
tennis court with Serena Williams and the soccer field with Zinedine Zidane,
online, on TV-everywhere, all the time. The accumulative stresses come to
bear on a person's ability to speak, perform, and stay alive. Our
addressability is tied to the state of our belonging, Rankine argues, as are our assumptions and
expectations of citizenship. In essay, image, and poetry, Citizen is a powerful testament to the
individual and collective effects of racism in our contemporary, often named "post-race" society.”

The Compton Cowboys, By Walter Thompson-Hernandez
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“In Compton, California, ten black riders on horseback cut an unusual profile,
their cowboy hats tilted against the hot Los Angeles sun. They are the Compton
Cowboys, their small ranch one of the very last in a formerly semirural area of
the city that has been home to African-American horse riders for decades. To
most people, Compton is known only as the home of rap greats NWA and
Kendrick Lamar, hyped in the media for its seemingly intractable gang violence.
But in 1988 Mayisha Akbar founded The Compton Jr. Posse to provide local youth with a safe
alternative to the streets, one that connected them with the rich legacy of black cowboys in
American culture. From Mayisha's youth organization came the Cowboys of today: black men
and women from Compton for whom the ranch and the horses provide camaraderie, respite
from violence, healing from trauma, and recovery from incarceration.”
The Fire Next Time, By James Baldwin
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“A national bestseller when it first appeared in 1963, The Fire Next Time
galvanized the nation and gave passionate voice to the emerging civil rights
movement. At once a powerful evocation of James Baldwin's early life in
Harlem and a disturbing examination of the consequences of racial injustice,
the book is an intensely personal and provocative document. It consists of
two "letters," written on the occasion of the centennial of the Emancipation

Proclamation, that exhort Americans, both black and white, to attack the terrible legacy of
racism. Described by The New York Times Book Review as "sermon, ultimatum, confession,
deposition, testament, and chronicle...all presented in searing, brilliant prose," The Fire Next
Time stands as a classic of our literature.”
How To Be An Antiracist
By Ibram X Kendl
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Antiracism is a transformative concept that reorients and reenergizes
the conversation about racism—and, even more fundamentally, points
us toward liberating new ways of thinking about ourselves and each
other. At it's core, racism is a powerful system that creates false
hierarchies of human value; its warped logic extends beyond race, from
the way we regard people of different ethnicities or skin colors to the way
we treat people of different sexes, gender identities, and body types.
Racism intersects with class and culture and geography and even changes the way we see and
value ourselves. In How to Be an Antiracist, Kendi takes readers through a widening circle of
antiracist ideas—from the most basic concepts to visionary possibilities—that will help readers
see all forms of racism clearly, understand their poisonous consequences, and work to oppose
them in our systems and in ourselves.
Kendi weaves an electrifying combination of ethics, history, law, and science with his own
personal story of awakening to antiracism. This is an essential work for anyone who wants to go
beyond the awareness of racism to the next step: contributing to the formation of a just and
equitable society.”

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption
By Bryan Stevenson
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer when he founded the Equal Justice
Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those most desperate and in
need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, and women and children trapped in
the farthest reaches of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases was
that of Walter McMillian, a young man who was sentenced to die for a
notorious murder he insisted he didn't commit. The case drew Bryan into a tangle of conspiracy,
political machination, and legal brinksmanship—and transformed his understanding of mercy
and justice forever.
Just Mercy i s at once an unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young lawyer's coming of
age, a moving window into the lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring argument for
compassion in the pursuit of true justice.”
Locking Up Our Own: Crime and Punishment in Black America
By James Forman, Jr

EBook Libby / Overdrive
“In recent years, America's criminal justice system has become the subject of an increasingly
urgent debate. Critics have assailed the rise of mass incarceration, emphasizing its
disproportionate impact on people of color. As James Forman, Jr., points out, however, the war
on crime that began in the 1970s was supported by many African American leaders in the
nation's urban centers. In Locking Up Our Own, he seeks to understand why. Forman shows us
that the first substantial cohort of black mayors, judges, and police chiefs took office amid a
surge in crime and drug addiction. Many prominent black officials, including Washington, D.C.
mayor Marion Barry and federal prosecutor Eric Holder, feared that the gains of the civil rights
movement were being undermined by lawlessness—and thus embraced tough-on-crime
measures, including longer sentences and aggressive police tactics. In the face of skyrocketing
murder rates and the proliferation of open-air drug markets, they believed they had no choice.
But the policies they adopted would have devastating consequences for residents of poor black
neighborhoods. A former D.C. public defender, Forman tells riveting stories of politicians,
community activists, police officers, defendants, and crime victims. He writes with compassion
about individuals trapped in terrible dilemmas—from the men and women he represented in
court to officials struggling to respond to a public safety emergency. Locking Up Our Own
enriches our understanding of why our society became so punitive and offers important lessons
to anyone concerned about the future of race and the criminal justice system in this country.”

Me and White Supremacy - Layla F Saad
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Based on the viral Instagram challenge that captivated participants worldwide,
Me and White Supremacy takes readers on a 28-day journey of how to dismantle
the privilege within themselves so that they can stop (often unconsciously)
inflicting damage on people of color, and in turn, help other white people do
better, too. When Layla Saad began an Instagram challenge called
#meandwhitesupremacy, she never predicted it would spread as widely as it did.
She encouraged people to own up and share their racist behaviors, big and small. She was
looking for truth, and she got it. Thousands of people participated in the challenge, and nearly
100,000 people downloaded the Me and White Supremacy Workbook. Updated and expanded
from the original workbook, Me and White Supremacy,takes the work deeper by adding more
historical and cultural contexts, sharing moving stories and anecdotes, and including expanded
definitions, examples, and further resources.”
The New Jim Crow
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Once in a great while a book comes along that changes the way we see the
world and helps to fuel a nationwide social movement. The New Jim Crow is
such a book. Praised by Harvard Law professor Lani Guinier as "brave and
bold," this book directly challenges the notion that the election of Barack
Obama signals a new era of colorblindness. With dazzling candor, legal
scholar Michelle Alexander argues that "we have not ended racial caste in
America; we have merely redesigned it." By targeting black men through the
War on Drugs and decimating communities of color, the U.S. criminal justice system functions

as a contemporary system of racial control—relegating millions to a permanent second-class
status—even as it formally adheres to the principle of colorblindness. In the words of Benjamin
Todd Jealous, president and CEO of the NAACP, this book is a "call to action."
Called "stunning" by Pulitzer Prize–winning historian David Levering Lewis, "invaluable" by the
Daily Kos, "explosive" by Kirkus, and "profoundly necessary" by the Miami Herald, this updated
and revised paperback edition of The New Jim Crow, now with a foreword by Cornel West, is a
must-read for all people of conscience.”
Race for Profit: How Banks and the Real Estate Industry Undermined
Black Ownership
By Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“By the late 1960s and early 1970s, reeling from a wave of urban uprisings,
politicians finally worked to end the practice of redlining. Reasoning that the
turbulence could be calmed by turning Black city-dwellers into homeowners,
they passed the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, and set about
establishing policies to induce mortgage lenders and the real estate industry to
treat Black homebuyers equally. The disaster that ensued revealed that racist exclusion had not
been eradicated, but rather transmuted into a new phenomenon of predatory inclusion.”
Raising White Kids: Bringing Up Children in a Racially Unjust America
By Jennifer Harvey, Foreword by Tim Wise
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“With a foreword by Tim Wise, Raising White Kids is for families, churches,
educators, and communities who want to equip their children to be active
and able participants in a society that is becoming one of the most racially
diverse in the world while remaining full of racial tensions. For white people
who are committed to equity and justice, living in a nation that remains
racially unjust and deeply segregated creates unique conundrums.
These conundrums begin early in life and impact the racial development of
white children in powerful ways. What can we do within our homes, communities and schools?
Should we teach our children to be "colorblind"? Or, should we teach them to notice race? What
roles do we want to equip them to play in addressing racism when they encounter it? What
strategies will help our children learn to function well in a diverse nation?
Talking about race means naming the reality of white privilege and hierarchy. How do we talk
about race honestly, then, without making our children feel bad about being white? Most
importantly, how do we do any of this in age-appropriate ways?
While a great deal of public discussion exists in regard to the impact of race and racism on
children of color, meaningful dialogue about and resources for understanding the impact of race
on white children are woefully absent. Raising White Kids steps into that void.”

So You Want to Talk About Race - Ijeoma Oluo
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“Widespread reporting on aspects of white supremacy—from police
brutality to the mass incarceration of African Americans—have made it
impossible to ignore the issue of race. Still, it is a difficult subject to talk
about. How do you tell your roommate her jokes are racist? Why did your
sister-in-law take umbrage when you asked to touch her hair—and how do
you make it right? How do you explain white privilege to your white,
privileged friend? In So You Want to Talk About Race, Ijeoma Oluo guides
readers of all races through subjects ranging from intersectionality and
affirmative action to "model minorities" in an attempt to make the seemingly impossible possible:
honest conversations about race and racism, and how they infect almost every aspect of
American life.”

Stony The Road: Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise of Jim Crow
By Henry Louis Gates, Jr
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“A profound new rendering of the struggle by African-Americans for equality
after the Civil War and the violent counter-revolution that resubjugated them,
as seen through the prism of the war of images and ideas that have left an
enduring racist stain on the American mind.
The abolition of slavery in the aftermath of the Civil War is a familiar story, as
is the civil rights revolution that transformed the nation after World War II. But
the century in between remains a mystery: if emancipation sparked "a new
birth of freedom" in Lincoln's America, why was it necessary to march in Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s America? In this new book, Henry Louis Gates, Jr., one of our leading
chroniclers of the African-American experience, seeks to answer that question in a history that
moves from the Reconstruction Era to the "nadir" of the African-American experience under Jim
Crow, through to World War I and the Harlem Renaissance.”

The Warmth of Other Suns
History of black migration in America
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“From 1915 to 1970, this exodus of almost six million people changed the face
of America. Wilkerson compares this epic migration to the migrations of other
peoples in history. She interviewed more than a thousand people, and gained

access to new data and official records, to write this definitive and vividly dramatic account of
how these American journeys unfolded, altering our cities, our country, and ourselves.
With stunning historical detail, Wilkerson tells this story through the lives of three unique
individuals: Ida Mae Gladney, who in 1937 left sharecropping and prejudice in Mississippi for
Chicago, where she achieved quiet blue-collar success and, in old age, voted for Barack
Obama when he ran for an Illinois Senate seat; sharp and quick-tempered George Starling, who
in 1945 fled Florida for Harlem, where he endangered his job fighting for civil rights, saw his
family fall, and finally found peace in God; and Robert Foster, who left Louisiana in 1953 to
pursue a medical career, the personal physician to Ray Charles as part of a glitteringly
successful medical career, which allowed him to purchase a grand home where he often threw
exuberant parties.
Wilkerson brilliantly captures their first treacherous and exhausting cross-country trips by car
and train and their new lives in colonies that grew into ghettos, as well as how they changed
these cities with southern food, faith, and culture and improved them with discipline, drive, and
hard work. Both a riveting microcosm and a major assessment, The Warmth of Other Suns is a
bold, remarkable, and riveting work, a superb account of an "unrecognized immigration" within
our own land. Through the breadth of its narrative, the beauty of the writing, the depth of its
research, and the fullness of the people and lives portrayed herein, this book is destined to
become a classic.”
When They Call You a Terrorist - by BLM Co-Founder Patrisse Cullors
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“A poetic and powerful memoir about what it means to be a Black woman in
America—and the co-founding of a movement that demands justice for all in
the land of the free. Raised by a single mother in an impoverished
neighborhood in Los Angeles, Patrisse Khan-Cullors experienced firsthand
the prejudice and persecution Black Americans endure at the hands of law
enforcement. For Patrisse, the most vulnerable people in the country are
Black people. Deliberately and ruthlessly targeted by a criminal justice
system serving a white privilege agenda, Black people are subjected to
unjustifiable racial profiling and police brutality. In 2013, when Trayvon Martin's killer went free,
Patrisse's outrage led her to co-found Black Lives Matter with Alicia Garza and Opal Tometi.
Condemned as terrorists and as a threat to America, these loving women founded a hashtag
that birthed the movement to demand accountability from the authorities who continually turn a
blind eye to the injustices inflicted upon people of Black and Brown skin. Championing human
rights in the face of violent racism, Patrisse is a survivor. She transformed her personal pain into
political power, giving voice to a people suffering inequality and a movement fueled by her
strength and love to tell the country—and the world—that Black Lives Matter.”

White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism
By Robin DiAngelo
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“The New York Times best-selling book exploring the counterproductive
reactions white people have when their assumptions about race are
challenged, and how these reactions maintain racial inequality.

In this "vital, necessary, and beautiful book" (Michael Eric Dyson), antiracist educator Robin
DiAngelo deftly illuminates the phenomenon of white fragility and "allows us to understand
racism as a practice not restricted to 'bad people' (Claudia Rankine). Referring to the defensive
moves that white people make when challenged racially, white fragility is characterized by
emotions such as anger, fear, and guilt, and by behaviors including argumentation and silence.
These behaviors, in turn, function to reinstate white racial equilibrium and prevent any
meaningful cross-racial dialogue. In this in-depth exploration, DiAngelo examines how white
fragility develops, how it protects racial inequality, and what we can do to engage more
constructively.”

White Rage: The Unspoken Truth of Our Racial Divide
By Carole Anderson
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“From the Civil War to our combustible present, acclaimed historian Carol
Anderson reframes our continuing conversation about race, chronicling the
powerful forces opposed to black progress in America.
As Ferguson, Missouri, erupted in August 2014, and media commentators
across the ideological spectrum referred to the angry response of African
Americans as "black rage,” historian Carol Anderson wrote a remarkable op-ed in The
Washington Post suggesting that this was, instead, "white rage at work. With so much attention
on the flames," she argued, "everyone had ignored the kindling."
Since 1865 and the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment, every time African Americans have
made advances towards full participation in our democracy, white reaction has fueled a
deliberate and relentless rollback of their gains. The end of the Civil War and Reconstruction
was greeted with the Black Codes and Jim Crow; the Supreme Court's landmark 1954 Brown v.
Board of Education decision was met with the shutting down of public schools throughout the
South while taxpayer dollars financed segregated white private schools; the Civil Rights Act of
1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 triggered a coded but powerful response, the so-called
Southern Strategy and the War on Drugs that disenfranchised millions of African Americans
while propelling presidents Nixon and Reagan into the White House, and then the election of
America's first black President, led to the expression of white rage that has been as relentless
as it has been brutal.
Carefully linking these and other historical flashpoints when social progress for African
Americans was countered by deliberate and cleverly crafted opposition, Anderson pulls back the
veil that has long covered actions made in the name of protecting democracy, fiscal
responsibility, or protection against fraud, rendering visible the long lineage of white rage.
Compelling and dramatic in the unimpeachable history it relates, White Rage will add an
important new dimension to the national conversation about race in America.”
Why Are All The Black Kids Sitting together in the Cafeteria: And Other
Conversations About Race
By Beverly Daniel Tatum
EBook Libby / Overdrive
“The classic, bestselling book on the psychology of racism—now fully revised
and updated

Walk into any racially mixed high school and you will see Black, White, and Latino youth
clustered in their own groups. Is this self-segregation a problem to address or a coping
strategy? Beverly Daniel Tatum, a renowned authority on the psychology of racism, argues that
straight talk about our racial identities is essential if we are serious about enabling
communication across racial and ethnic divides. These topics have only become more urgent as
the national conversation about race is increasingly acrimonious. This fully revised edition is
essential reading for anyone seeking to understand the dynamics of race in America.”

